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Panama disease (tropical race 4)
Equipment, vehicle and machinery clean 
down and decontamination 

Rigorous clean down and decontamination processes are essential to preventing the spread of Panama disease (tropical 
race 4) – come clean, leave clean.

All equipment (vehicles, machinery, tools, boots, clothing, etc.) that come into contact with plant or soil material can spread a 
wide range of  soil-borne diseases, other pathogens, insect pests and weed seeds, including Panama disease (tropical race 4). 

These pests have a major impact on agricultural operations and natural systems and it is critical that every effort is made to 
clean mud, soil and plant material off vehicles and machinery and any other tools, equipment and clothing before entering a 
property, while moving between production blocks, and prior to leaving a property.

This document provides an overview of suggested procedures and key considerations when cleaning and decontaminating 
equipment, vehicles and machinery.

All equipment (vehicles, machinery, tools, boots, clothing, etc.) should be cleaned and disinfected before use on your 
property, or between different production blocks on your property, and before leaving the property. Consider using 
disposable clothing such as rubber gloves for personal gear that cannot be easily cleaned down.

Decontamination is two steps, cleaning (detergent based) followed by disinfection.

Cleaning procedures 
1. Suggested equipment for equipment and personal clean down

•	 Clean water supply – a mobile water tanker or spray unit is ideal. Water may also be pumped from a dam (as long as 
water flowing in has not come from land planted to crops), cattle trough or tank (with the property owner’s permission); 
and only if the source of the water is known to be clean i.e. from a treated supply, or a source that has not come from 
over ground water flows.

•	 High pressure water cleaner. A garden hose may be adequate for small clean downs.

•	 An air compressor or blower for removing dry material.

•	 Brooms, brushes, scrapers, dust buster and dust pans for cleaning cabins (including interior) and dislodging caked on mud.

•	 A large tarpaulin to prevent re-contamination while cleaning smaller implements. 

•	 Strong plastic bags for collecting and sealing items for disposal.

•	 Approved cleaning and decontamination solutions for cleaning vehicles and equipment.

•	 Plastic footbath and bucket for disinfecting boots and equipment.

•	 Hand sanitiser and/or soap with a minimum of 5L of clean water.
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2. Wash down areas

•	 Where available, use designated property wash down facilities.  Ensure that water used in these facilities comes from 
a clean source, e.g. chlorinated or other treatment process, and not from a source that contains water that has flowed 
over land planted to crops.

•	 If no current wash down facility exists, establish a vehicle wash down facility well away from livestock and crops to 
clean vehicles and equipment which need to enter the property. Ideally, locate wash down and other equipment or 
personnel cleaning areas close to the site entry and exit points of production block or property. Access to an electricity 
source or high pressure air and water with a portable air compressor and high pressure water cleaner is required.

•	 The site should be located on level ground (preferably concrete, bitumen or gravel) and away from crops, waterways or 
drainage areas to prevent waste water spreading pests or diseases from the area.  The wash down area should have a 
sump to collect any waste water if possible.

•	 Ensure any run off is directed away from livestock pens, paddocks, crops and waterways.

•	 Regularly check areas around the wash down facility for new pests, diseases or weeds.

•	 Follow cleaning in a wash down with a broad spectrum disinfectant and ensure use is in accordance with label or 
Australian Pesticides and Veterinary Medicines Authority (APVMA) Permit instructions. 

3. Step 1 - Washdown product list* – detergent based 
Follow wash down with disinfection.

Product Class Use Products 

Detergent based cleanser Preliminary cleaning work is needed 
before any chemical disinfectants 
are used. Most disinfectants have 
reduced effectiveness in the presence 
of fat, grease and organic material. 
Every effort should be made to remove 
such material from all surfaces to be 
decontaminated using a detergent 
based cleanser, prior to disinfection.

Most industrial and domestic 
brands of soaps and detergents are 
satisfactory.

Examples of registered products:

Farmcleanse® is a commonly used 
biodegradable agricultural detergent 
suitable for the cleaning of vehicles 
and equipment.
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Step 2 - Disinfectants product list* – broad spectrum

Product Class Use Products 

Broad spectrum 
sanitation and water 
treatment solutions for 
use in agriculture and 
horticulture

General disinfection of 
growing medium (inert or 
organic), equipment (such 
as pruning shears and 
ploughs), footbaths and 
hands.

General disinfection 
of cold rooms, packing 
sheds, tunnels, seed trays 
and other hard surfaces.

Examples of registered products:

Sporekill® – an article, Meldrum et al (2012) found that 
Sporekill® was a suitable surface disinfectant for use in 
footbaths and on machinery.

Note: Sporekill’s label instructions state; DO NOT apply 
using spraying equipment carried on the back of the user. 

DO NOT apply using hand held equipment.

Steri-maX Biocide®

Please note the active ingredient in the example above is 120g/L 
DIDECYLDDIMETHYL AMMONIUM CHLORIDE

Products containing DIDECYLDDIMETHYL AMMONIUM 
CHLORIDE as their active constituent can be corrosive. Care 
should be taken to avoid contact with glass or bare metal. 
Where contact with glass and bare metal  cannot be avoided, 
rinse surfaces with clean water after a suitable amount of 
contact time (label must be read for advice on how long to 
leave the product on surfaces for best results)

A disinfectant cleanser For use in cleaning and 
disinfecting industrial, 
animal and agricultural 
equipment and facilities

Virkon S – Note: Virkon S is strongly acidic and corrosive 
and not recommended for use on vehicles

Sodium hypochlorite (as 
available chlorine) 

For the decontamination of 
tools and equipment which 
come into contact with 
plant material.

Application rates, additional conditions and safety 
precautions are in the permit (PER12818) http://permits.
apvma.gov.au/PER12818.PDF

PERSONS who wish to prepare for use and/or use sodium 
hypochlorite products for the purposes specified in this 
permit MUST read, or have read to them, the details and 
conditions of this permit

Solutions of 1 % available chlorine are potentially corrosive. 
Metal equipment should not be exposed to such solutions for 
extended periods of time and should be rinsed thoroughly 
with clean water after application of these products.

DO NOT use on personal items that come into direct or 
indirect contact with the skin (e.g. inside footwear).

*All products should be used according to label instructions. Where a product is planned to be used off-label a permit from 
the APVMA will be required. As with the use of all chemical products, safety instructions must be followed. 

http://permits.apvma.gov.au/PER12818.PDF
http://permits.apvma.gov.au/PER12818.PDF
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4. Safety
Ensure all safety precautions are taken (consult the vehicle, machinery, equipment operating manual for specific safety 
instructions prior to cleaning).

•	 Place the vehicle or machinery in a safe position – stable and immobile.

•	 Stop the engine, apply the park brake, chock the wheels and lower all implements or secure/chock them if they require 
cleaning (e.g. slasher).

•	 Ensure the area is free of obstructions or objects that may cause injury (e.g. logs, powerlines) and in an area where 
dislodged soil and plant material will not enter crops, storage areas or waterways or leave the property.

•	 Have a qualified operator present if parts of the vehicle or machinery need to be moved during the cleaning.

5. General vehicle / machinery clean down approach 

•	 Examine the item for cleaning to determine the extent of mud, soil and plant material build up.

•	 Identify any areas that require specific attention (e.g. behind guards and protective plates, radiators, spare tyres) and 
remove necessary guards or belly plates for access.

•	 Identify areas that may require cleaning with compressed air rather than water and clean these first e.g. radiators and 
areas within the engine bay where water may force organic material into tight spaces. 

•	 Clean machinery from the top down and dismantle it as far as possible to gain access to internal spaces.

•	 Clean under guards and underneath the machinery / vehicle and then do the cabin (including interior), upper body and 
implements.

•	 Tool boxes and storage compartments also require cleaning.

•	 Carry out a final check to ensure all areas have been cleaned.

•	 Replace guards - belly plates and other guards on heavy machinery may need to be replaced prior to moving the 
machinery.

•	 Move the clean vehicle or machinery, avoiding recontamination (if necessary wash any remaining mud, soil or plant 
material from tyres or tracks).

•	 Record details of cleaning as appropriate, e.g. vehicle or machinery log books. 

6. Personnel 

•	 On entering a property, personnel should be in clean, freshly laundered clothing.

•	 On leaving a property, personnel should consider changing/washing clothes before proceeding to a new property 
the clothing was potentially contaminated. Boots and small equipment should be scrubbed with a biodegradable 
agricultural detergent with anti-fungal properties to reduce the risk of spreading soil-borne pathogens. Once clean, 
rinse with clean water to remove soap residue.

•	 Dispose of used treatment solutions as per label recommendations before leaving the property.

•	 If additional items such as gaiters are used, these must be washed or changed between sites.
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7. Vehicle and machinery hygiene checklist
Vehicles and machinery have a number of places where soil and other organic material can lodge. It is important to check, 
clean and recheck the following areas:

Underside and other parts

Guards and belly plates

Chassis rails and brackets

Recesses

Around the fuel tank

Axel housing

Ledges gaps or crevices in the body including 
damaged areas where dirt may lodge 

Engine

Chain cases

Plates

Radiator fins and grille

In between the cooling cores

Engine mounts 

Recesses in the engine or manifold

Floor of the engine bay

Air filter

Battery box

Wheels and steering

Treads

Outside and inside rims

Wheel arches

Mud flaps

Brackets and brakes

Steering components

Lights and accessories

Lights

Tool boxes 

Tools and equipment

Track area

Shoe

Links

Sprockets

Idler wheels

Track adjuster guards

Lubrication points

Inside the track area

Blades, buckets and attachments

Front and back of the cutting edge

Teeth

Pivot points and trunnions

Turning circle

Hydraulic rods

Inside and back of the bucket

Hydraulic hoses

Area where the cutting edge is fixes

Wear plates

Pivot points

Tynes and rippers

Support frame

Cherry picker bucket

Cabin

Carpets and mats

Foot wells

Pedals and controls

Seats

Air conditioner filter

External surrounds
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To limit the risk of visitors carrying new pests and diseases onto your property: 
•	 limit entry points to access the property – ideally there should only be one access point so that all movements can be 

recorded and you always know who is on your property

•	 direct all visitors to a designated parking area by using clear signage, and ask them to report to management and sign 
a visitor register (register must include contact details for the person)

•	 all visitors to the property must ensure that their vehicles, equipment, boots and clothing are clean and free from 
pests, weed seeds and plant material

•	 all visitor vehicles, equipment and boots should be cleaned upon entering the property in a wash-down bay

•	 any visitor who refuses to clean vehicles, equipment and boots, or cannot demonstrate that their clothing is clean 
should be refused entry

•	 limit visitor contact with livestock, crops or plant materials as much as possible and eliminate any unnecessary contact 
altogether

•	 if you run a business that has a tourism component, you’ll need to clearly indicate any entry requirements and be 
especially vigilant in checking for new pests and diseases

•	 disinfect hands before and after coming into contact with livestock, plant material or soil

•	 ensure that staff and occasional workers clean and disinfect equipment such as pruning shears in-between uses on 
different properties and between production blocks on your property

•	 ensure all your staff are familiar with the basic symptoms associated with a pest or disease outbreak and know how to 
report them.

Further information
For more information, visit www.biosecurity.qld.gov.au or call Biosecurity Queensland on 13 25 23. ‘Weed out the Seeds’ 
provides a visual overview on how to clean down your vehicle and machinery. You can view this video from the Biosecurity 
Queensland You Tube channel https://www.youtube.com/user/BiosecurityQld
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